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n our final issue of the fall semester, our readers
can find articles and columns all about the
upcoming holidays. • If you are traveling for
your hqliday, make sure to read Taylor's column
"Packing smart for the holidays," where she
explains how to .travel with your essentials. •
Thinking up gift ideas for .all your loved ones can
be difficult, so consult Am_anda's "Gift-giving
Guide .201 0" for i nspiration ~ • The Cackling
Hen reviews holiday tunes, both classic. and
contemporary, in th is week's co lumn. Need a
Lady Gaga Christmas fix? The Cackling Hen's got
you covered. • Malory provid~s a behind-thescenes look at a Christmas classk, The Nutcracker,
being shown locally at the Pa lladium Theater. •
If you a\ren't in the holiday mi_ndset quite yet,
there are ·plenty of USF-related articles. Check
out stori es on: The Debate Team • The Career
Center Open House • USFSP's Et ~i cs Bowl vi.ctory
• Ji m Leavitt's lawsuit update • Int ramura l flag
footba ll champions • and more! Happy Holidays!
HANNAH ULM /THE CROWS NEST
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TSA·turbulence: government
should avoid hasty decisions
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The Transit Security Administration has
been the subject of contentious debate as
the holiday season approaches and a high
volume of people plan trips home, or to
other vacation spots. The TSA has been
introducing body-scanning ma~hines into
a number of ai.rports around the country,
allegedly in an effort to keep travelers safe
from potential threats, while the color-cod-ed airport terror alert system sits placidly
at orange-a step down from the highest,
which is red.
Some airports have begun reqUiring all
passengers going through security to be
subject to the body-scanning machines,
while some airports are still requiring it on
an allegedly random basis: Some state governments·, like New.Jersey, have discussed
expressing opposition to the full-body
scanners.
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Passengers subject to a full-body scan via
the machine can opt out, and receive a full
pat down, i.pstead. Both methods have come
\mder fire. Some question the safety of the
body-scanning machines, which effectively
use technology similar to X-rays to· capture
an image of the passenger to look for anything suspicious. Some also question what
happens to the images. TSA authorities have
said that a TSA agent views the images and
-then immediately deletes them, but some
TSA agents have been accused of saving or
leaking the images in the years since these
types of scanners were first introduced.
The full pat down a passenger is subject
to for opting out of the body scan has been
debated as well. Some say that it ~s invasive·
and a clear vi0lation of rights.
The TSA and the government have an
obligation to actively protect the safety of· ·
U.S. citizens, including those that fly. As
citizens and airline customers, we should be

Sports

~

Robbie Crowley
Campus & Beyond Editor

Since Halloween is over, it immediately
became time to get in the holiday spirit.
Christmas and· holiday merchandise overtakes the Wal-Mart garden section, and
songs related to the December holidays play
through retail stores, dentist offices and that
random radio 'station.
But how . many years can w~ pretend
that we enjoy hearing 'Jingle Bells" for two
monthl)? Thankfully, pop music record labels force some of their musicians to record
holiday albums, so a true Clay Aiken fan can
hear him sing "Jingle Bells" and other classics. The devout Britney fan can even enjoy
her one Christmas song from days when she
actually sang.
If we're lucky, a new smash .hit Christ- ·
mas tune emerges from the tried and true.
.· Example A: Mariah Carey's "All I Want for
Christmas Is You." This modern Christmas
tune will always be one of the better-known
songs, whether she likes it or not.
res become .such a hit, that her new holiday album, "Merry Christmas II You," could
not be produced without a new recording
of it. It sounds the same as the original, but
the title is slightly altered: ·~ I Want for
Christmas Is You- Extra Festive." But what
seems ,more festive is her hair on the album
cover, looking more '90s than the original.
Destiny's Child's holiday album, ''The
Eight Days of Christmas," makes 1;1s question why there were originally. 12 days.
That's pushing two weeks, and at tpat point,

the family is sick of Grandma Millie's stories ·
about the· cat and the neighbors. But back
to the album, the cover is like a 10-year-old ·
time capsule: Beyonce was blond (and part
of a group!). Kelly had red bob cut. And
Michelle ... well, who cares? And on those
eight days, the gals receive quite the modern
gifts, including a diamond belly ring and a
foot massage.
But the best day is. the thir~ day, when
the trio sings, "On the third day of ChristqJ.as, my baby gave to me, a gift certificate to
get my favorite CDs." The song will be even
more confusing in 20 years, when no one remembers what a gift certificate or a CD was.
Then there's Lady Gaga. Even she has
a Christmas song, but she turned hers into
a sexual innuendo. This is probably why
"Christmas Tree" hasn't hit the airwaves with
"Silent Night" and "The First Noel." When
· she references underneath lier "Christmas
Tree," she's not tal.k.i.Ug about a pine she got
from a lot on the side of. the road. Although
it's fun to hear Lady Gaga sing "ho ho ho"
on this track, it's not the most family-appropriate (except for Grandma Millie who can't
hear the words anyway).
As the holidays approach and we quickly
tire of songs about Rudolph and Frosty,
expand your options to holidays tunes that
pop stars were forced to record. Some cover
the classics with their powerful voices, like
Mariah and Christina. Some tweak classics
that maybe shouldn't be tweaked. Sorry,
De'stiny's Child. And leave it to Lady Gaga
· to give a Christmas tree a 'sexual overtone.

E-mail: rcrowlry@maii.usj.edu

willing-to a certain extent-to sacrifice a
little of our own comfort·to promote safety.
As children, most of us are taught to compromise, and we should continue to follow
that lesson when we be~ome adults.
However, the government authorities
that make decisions on airport safety and
regulations must also be willing to compromise. As the U.S. government heightens airp~rt security, debate continues about how
necessary these measures-:-which some
view as extreme-really are.
The government should not make hasty
decisions regarding airport security, and instead should thoroughly examine any available data or situations to make the best possible decisions to promote safety, while also
respecting the rights of U.S. citizens.
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Beyond the lesson plan
Meghan Hoodhood
Contributing Writer
Students from USF St. Petersburg competed in the Regional Ethics Bowl Sat., Nov.
13 at St. Petersburg College.
USF St. Petersburg took third place behind the University of Central Florida in
second, and Eckerd College in first.
USF St. Petersburg will go on to compete
in the National Ethics Bowl on March 3 in
Cincinnati.
Deni Elliott, professor in the department
of journalism and media studies, promises
students in her media ethics class, "this class
will change your life."
Elliott requires her undergraduate communication ethics students to participate in
the Regional Ethics Bowl.
Early in the morning on Saturday, the
room was silent. Four anxious ethics students from Palm Beach Atlantic University
sat in a row, staring at their opponents with

smiles and shifting eyes. They wore suits,
and had backgrounds in law, business and
politics. Across from them, members of the
USF St. Petersburg team put on their journalism hats, and looked their competition up
and down.
"They all look so intense," said_Kelsie
Vosburgh, a USF St. Petersburg presenter,
while grabbing her water bottle nervously.
Twelve chairs were placed adjacent in the
room-four for PBAU, five for USF St. Petersburg, and three for the judges. The rest
of the space was filled with Elliott's ethics
students, bringing support and confidence
with th.em.
The moderator flipped a coin-heads.
A big sigh cut the air and the men in
suits squirmed-they were to present. first.
The five students from USF· St. Petersburg
turned around to their cheerleaders with
tense-faces, and the cheerleaders silently performed victory dances.
PBAU laid out the case in eight minutes.

Career Center reorients
students with open house
Tom Chang
'Staff Writer
The Career Center hosted an open house
for students on Nov. 17 to reintroduce students to the center, according to Barbra Oliver, the new assistant director of the Career
Center.
"Many folks who work at USF St. Pete
know who I am, but there are so many folks
who don't know who I am and may not have
interacted with me outside the college of
business,'' Oliver said.
Oliver had prior experience at USF St.
Petersburg in the college of business. She
returned to USF St. Petersburg after a st;int
as an alumni career center coach at USF
Tampa.
"Coming back here to St. Petersburg has
been a great experience. I've enjoyed career
services, but I especi~y enjoy [working]
with all students," Oliver said
She finds the campus unique with its
downtown setting, waterfront, and small,
intimate size. Oliver said she prefers the
smaller classroom settings aQd feels USF St.
Petersburg has a lot to offer students and the
city of St. Petersburg. She said an advantage
to coming here is that there are no large lecture halls for classes.
"I love this campus,'' Oliver said. "I like
the fact there is more individual attention
and we have the opportunity to get to know
students a little bit better."
She credits her work at the Tampa campus with the idea that the USF campuses are
unique, but also need to work together.

Rosaria Pipitone works as a graduate
assistant for the career center. She works
with undergraduate students. She .is currently working on her master's degree in
the career counseling program at USF
Tampa. She said traffic flow was steady in
the morning for the open house.
''We had some students come in and
take the Holland Code quiz, which is a
career quiz where we put .it up to a computer,'' she said. "It's a code that describes
what type of settings match your personality, and what majors and what activities are
associated with the three letter code."
They also handed out flyers and had
raffles during the open house.
Aaron Dulley is an undergraduate student who works part time at the Career
Center office. He enjoys working .in Oliver's office, and likes helping students.
"If there's something simple, I help
them get started while they wait for their
appointment with the counselor," Dulley
said "I'm the first line-if they have a
quick question, I can help guide them and
things like that."
Oliver said they are always trying to get
the word out more about career services
and planning. The program .is offering a
class next semester for students who are
indecisive, called "Career empowerment:
Dreams to Reality." The class will feature
guest speakers who will talk about a variety
of professions in addition to the resources
that help students research different career
options to help determine a plan of action.
E-mail· tmchan~mailusf.edu

USF St. Petersburg had five. minutes for rebuttal. The crowd's fists looked tight, their
teeth grind.
The judges hold up their scores. USF
St. Petersburg was ahead by 11 points, they
move onto the next round.
The room changed, and thi~ time the
cheerleaders were so loud the moderator had
to ask for them to quiet down.
''We are slightly intimidated by the home
court advantage, we didn't bring our fan
club," said a member of the team from the
University of South Carolina Aiken.
The second round started with USF St.
Petersburg student Taylor Gaudens, whose
case about Facebook privacy was chosen
next.
"I'm not scared to talk," she said. "I'm
~ore nervous that I'll forget important
facts."
Gaudens was strong in her presentation,
but the judges and opposing team noticed
a contradiction. Both teams grab for their
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water bottles and take deep swigs. USF St.
Petersburg wins its second round.
The teams are on break, and everyone
seems to have disappeared. ''We were ·s o
nervous we just kept drinking water,'~ Vosburgh said.
The last match began; the winner would
get to go onto the semifinals.
The lllatch went by faster than any of the
others, and USF St. Petersburg wins its last
round. Their next competitors, Eckerd College, have been victorious in the Southeast
Regional Ethics Bowl for five straight years.
But USF St. Petersburg manages enough
points to secure a spot to Cincinnati.
"I'm more confident than ever," Vosburgh said to a teammate. Elliott's promise
to the class lingered for the competitors- .
"this class will change your life."

E-mail: mhoodhoo@mailusf.edu

USFSP debate team hosts
high school tournamentKeeley Sheehan
Managing Editor
The USF St. Petersburg Debate Team
hosted a tournament for high school students on Sat., Nov. 20.
The Debate Team began planning the
invitational debate tournament in August.
The team has connections with a wide network of schools and coaches in the state,
using that list to invite schools to participate, said David Trigaux, president of the
Debate Team.
''We started really planning after we got
back from the tournament [in early No~
vember)," Trigaux said.
He and other members of the team did
all"the registration, planning, set up, and
keeping the tournament ·running throughout the day. They had to plan each stage
of the tournament, from parking to lunch
for the participants, to st:curing classrooms
around the university to hold each part of
the competition.
Around 250 students participated in the
ali-day tournament. Some of the judges
were teachers and coaches from the different schools participating, and a number
of the judges were professors from USF
St. Petersburg and member~ of the debate
team.
"The high school students like us to
judge because we know what we're talking
about,'' Trigaux said. "We know how debate wqrks."
Members of the USF St. Petersburg debate team· are well acquainted with debate

and tournament format, having participated
in college, and many of them in' high school.
They know different debate and argument
techniques that inexperienced judges may
not recognize, and can offer more detailed,
helpful feedback, Trigaux said.
Some teams will contest the results of
a debate round .if inexperienced judges are
making the calls. Having judges that know
debate well keeps results consistent and the
rounds running smoothly, Trigaux said.
Registration began early, with the first
rounds beginning at 8:30 a.m.
The high school students participated
in a number of different types of rounds.
One round gave participants 20 minutes to
write a 10-minute speech on the presented
topic. Other rounds involve topics like government, policy or philosophy. Some involve
a number of students, while some are oneon-one.
The students also enjoy competing in
tournaments like the one held Saturday because it offers tlu:m more time and opportunities to compete, at a registration fee a little
cheaper than other tournaments.
Members of the USF St. Petersburg
Debate Team like hosting these kinds of
tournaments because analyzing and judging
the high school students gives them a new
perspective that can help them focus better
when they compete in their own tournaments, Trigaux said.
·
"It can help us become better debaters,"
he said.

E-mail: kmsheehan@m_ailusj.edu
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Miss Fl.o rida campaigns
for anti-bullying

"

BRAD RICHARDSON I CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Miss Florida, Jaclyn Rauleson, talks to students at
Bauder Elementary about the dangers of bullying
peers d uring the Great American Teach-ln.

. Brad Richardson
Contri?uting Writer

Miss Florida,Jaclyn Raulerson, visited Pinellas County schools on Thursday, Nov.18,
to talk about anti-bullying.
Raulerson visited Seminole High, Seminole Middle and Bauder Elementary during
the Great American Teach-in.
Raulerson presented her anti-bullying
campaign with a story about being bullied
when she was a young girl When she went
to school, children would make fun of her
height and try to crush her dreams of being an Olympic swimmer. She was able to
overcome the heckling and obstacles to get
where she is today because of the love and
support from her family and close frien ds.
When Raulerson spoke at Bauder Elementary, she ~aw her purpose and platform
related better to a younger age group she
was talking to.
"This is my absolute favorite part about
what I do as Miss Florida," Raulerson said.
"I can directly see the impact that I'm doing
with my cause and (th~ students] come to
me and tell their stories and how they are
feeling."
During her discussion, RaUlerson requested the children in the room to close

their eyes and raise their hands. She then
asked how many of them were the bully
and how many were the victim. A majority of hands stayed up when both questions were asked. According to the Website
Family First Aid, 30 percent of kids in the
United Sta.tes are estimated to be involved
in school bullying.
Bauder employee Valerie Harrah
thought Raulerson's discussion with the
students was a great way to help them.
"It's great that someone who is in her position can talk to children and motivate
them," Harrah said.
After asking the children if they had
similar experiences, she pointed out the
types of people involved in bullying. Besides the henchmen and the supporters,
she put great emphasis on the defenders
and the onlookers.
"As teachers, neighbors, students and
as peers, we have to unite in stopping this
because it is a team effort," Raulerson said.
"We ail have to contribute to the cause."
She then asked for a few volunteers to
come to the front of the room and participate in an activity. She asked five of
the children to hold up signs. These signs
had important information explaining how
children should act and ·not participate in
bullying.
Raulerson not only talked about bullying in schools. One of the many points
that she reflected on was cyber bullying.
This type of bullying relates to children
who have Myspace and Facebook pages. It
is becoming the newest type of bullying to
affect young children.
Ac<:ording to the Website Cyber Bullying Research, 20.8 percent of students
admitted that they were the victims of cyber bullying due to the negativity that they
received while on the internet. This comes
from comments posted on pictures or videos featuring young children.
"I just want anyone who is a different
race, a different gender, a different sexuality to know that they are valued and that
they have a special place in this world," said
Raulerson. "I just want to reach out and
tell them that they have meaning."
At the end she allowed the children to
ask her questions about her role as Miss
Florida and what inspires her.
Raulerson will continue speaking
at other functions around the state of Florida. She states that until the end of December, she will.be visiting 10 other schools in
Florida before attending the Miss America
pageant on Jan. 15, 2011. For more information about Miss Florida and her cause,
please visit her Website at http://www.
missfl.orida.org.

E-maiL· bkricha3@maiLu.if.edu .
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Journalism & Media Studies Department Chair, Dr. Bob Dardenne, kicks back in his office at USF St.Petersburg.
Before coming to USFSP. Dardenne held reporter and editor positions in Louisiana, New York, Washington,
D.C., and Mexico City.

Faculty Profile: ~ob Dardenne
Nikeya Williams
Editor-in-Chief
Inside of his office he has The Mongol Messenger and Shaghai Star newspapers posted near the doorway, and on the
top of one his bookshelves sits a picture
that reads "Tampa's Cool Vacation Land."
Each of his bookshelves is packed solid
~th literature, books on news writing and
media law books.
Bob Dardenne, department chair for
the Journalism and Media Studies program, sits in the middle of his office sharing his experiences as a young jomnalist.
His desire to become a journalist started when he was in middle school.
"My father and I read the newspaper
. from cover to cover each morning, so I
grew up with the newspaper," Dardenne
said. "I thought that travel would be involved in it."
He was a curious person; he liked asking questions. He worked on the school
newspaper in high school, and then at
Louisiana State University.
"In LSU, I worked on the LSU newspaper all the way through," Dardenne said.
"I did that more than school sometimes."
When he graduated from LSU, he
worked at the LSU newspaper for about
year before he was drafted in the Vietnam
War.
"I graduate from LSU in 1968, and I
got my draft notice and diploma on the
~arne day," · Dardenne said. "Instead of
jo~g the army-people in the army had
a short life during those days-! enlisted
in the Navy for four years." ·
After serving four years in the Navy,
Dardenne was sent home due to an injury.
When he arrived back to Baton Rouge,
LA, he worked for a local newspaper. After

working there for a while, Dardenne move~
to Mexico City to work for the only English
translated newspaper named The News.
"I got an opportunity to go to Mexico
City to work on the English language paper," he said. "I helped the Mexican staff
with [translating] English, and I edited what
they wrote."
While in Mexico City, Dardenne also
played baseball for the industrial leagues,
which is almost like the major leagues in
Mexico.
"I pitched and played outfield," he said.
''But after a year [in Mexico] I was ready to
come back to the U.S.A."
After he came back to the U.S., he was offered a position at The Times Union Newspaper. "It was a great newspaper and great
staff," Dardenne said. "One of the people
that I worked with was my wife."
. As a journalist for The Times Union
Newspaper, he also met and interviewed fampus country singer Dolly Parton, and comedians Anne Meara and Jerry Stiller-actor Ben Stiller's parents.
Although Dardenne had a successful career as a journalist, he loves to teach journalism more than anything.
In 1991, Dardenne moved to St. Petersburg to help create and developed the St.
Petersburg Journalism and Media Studies
Program. "I like the idea of starting the program," he said.
Dardenne and Mike Killenberg, emeritus professor and founding director of the
program, created the Master's Professional
Program in Journalism for USF, since there
was not a master's program at the USF
Tampa campus. "We started taking graduate
students in 1991, and we had large class in
1992," Dardenne said.

E-maiL· nswilli6@maiLu.if.edtt
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GIS day maps the future of technology
Amy Heckler
Cont.ributing Writer
Over 300 students from local elementary,
middle and high schools attended GI~ day at
USF St. Petersburg on Nov. 17 from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m.
The event provided students the opportunity to le~n more about GIS, or geographic information system--computer
software that maps and analyzes geographic
data.
"It's really cool. So many people use this
technology. It's the way of the futur.!!,'' said
Matthew Sandoval, a seventh grader from
Seven Springs Middle School.
Vendors · from throughout the area
hosted booths at the event to share with
students their use of GIS technology. The
U.S. Geological Survey hosted a booth providing data on GIS mapping of the Gulf
of Mexico during the recent oil spill. Other
vendors included the National Marine Fisheries Service, City of St. Petersb-urg, Spatial
Networks, Manatee County Government
andArcGIS.
Lesley A. Ward; GIS coordinator for the
City of St. Petersburg, attended the event as
a vendor. She said there is a shortage of GIS
professionals right now so "it's good to expose these kids to what GIS does."
Volunteers also hosted exhibits to share
their knowledge of GIS technology. Jennifer Beltran, an environmental sciences and
policy student at USF St. Petersburg, spoke
to the attending students about mapping
in Africa. She explained that GIS mapping
could help determin~ how much safe water
may be available throughout the continent.
Nekesha Williams volunteered to assist with field spectrometry. The students
had the opportunity to take a hand-held
spectrometer out on campus and experiment with measuring wavelengths of simple
things such as grass, Williams said. By utiliz-

ing these "real world applications, it helps
them connect science together with technology," she said.
The sfudents also participated in a treasure hunt on campus with a hand-held
Global Position System device. Alexandra
Voltagg1o, a fourth grader from Perkins
Elementary School in St. Petersburg, said
that she didn't know that the GPS had 29
satellites and that you can locate cars with
this technol6gy.
The schools that participated in ~s
year's event were St. Petersburg High
School, Boca Ciega High School, Seven
Springs Middle School, Perkins Elementary and a group of home-schooled s:;hildren.
"I liked it a lot. It explains more of GIS
in . depth," said Casey Houlton, a ninth
grader from St. Petersburg High School.
She said she was fascinated with the
'Google Earth technology.
Google Earth, available on the Internet, offers free rnapp~g of anywhere "on
Earth to view satellite imagery, maps, terrain, 3D buil~gs, from galaxies in outer
space to the canyons of the ocean," according to the Google Earth website.
Rebecca Johns, professor of geography
at USF St. Petersburg, said tl).at this event
has been running for over five _years and
is organized by Barnali Dixon, associate
professor of environmental science, policy
and geography.
" GIS is a revolutionary program,''
Johns said. "It's wonderful for the students
and a plus for the vendors as allows them
to showcase what they do."
According to Dixon's website, "The
National Geographic Society has sponsored Geography Awart;:ness Week since
1987 to promote geographic literacy in
schools, communities · and organizations.
GIS day is held on the Wednesday during
·
Geography Awareness Week."

Africa: Investigating Stress Factors

~~:i~~
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Fourth grade gifted students f rom St. Petersburg's Perkins Elementary Magnet School for the Arts attended
GIS Day Nov. 17 in the CAC.

.
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Dan Dye, left, of WeoGeo, a global resour.ce for map-sharing data, discussed geography with
Perkins Elementary students.

The program is advertised to vendors
and schools by letter and e-mail, Johns
said. Originally it was only offered to Pinellas County schools but now it's expan<_ied

to Manatee, Hillsborough and. Pasco ·Hills
schools because "the demand is amazing,"
she said.
E-maiL· abheckler@mailusj.edu

Ribfest promotes BBQ competition
sands of pounds of meat. Nearly all the
vendors have been to Ribfest before and
some come every year. Awards are given
''Don't play with your food" doesn't ap- for best ribs and best sauce.
ply when you;re eating barbecue ribs at the
The 201 0 winners for best ribs were
Tampa Bay Ribfest. With 13 vendors, each Porky-N-Beans in first place, Blazin'
selling the same style of ribs, choosing the Bronco in second.place, and Desperado in
right rib joint to go to can be the toughest third place. The "2010 winners of the best
deci~on of the night.
sauce were Camp 31 in first place, Blazin'
Everyone tries to make them and some Bronco in second pla.ce, and Desperado in
succeed, but getting that perfect BBQ rib third place.
can be a real challenge. The three-day festival ·
All the vendors had ribbons, trophies
offered something for everyone. It is a clas- and newspaper articles out for everyone to
sic rock concert and definitely a rib -lover's see how awesome their ribs really are--or
paradise.
how they think they are. Good ribs should
Some of the best barbecuers around fired be smoky, but not so smoky that it's all you
up their grills and smokers to cook _thou- taste, ahd tender, but not quite fall-off-theL!uren.Martin
Staff Writer

I'

.• .

bone, which just means overcooked. They such as funnel cakes, ice cream, kettle corn
· should have a caramelized exterior that's and strawberry shortcake. There were also
slightly crispy, but not too much. All of the hot pretzels, corn on the cob, hot dogs and
vendors search for that perfect combination corn :dogs, and onion rings. Willingham's
but some fall very short.
BBQ offered potato salad. It was more like a
The local Top Chop BBQ of Tampa, homemade potato salad, with fine grain poFla. is an award-winning BBQ vendor, but tato pieces. It was made with mustard, but it
fell a little short. Even with a table full of was mild enough to enhance, not overpower.
trophies, the ribs lacked sauce, one of the
One disadvantage of the festi'_'al was how
most important key components in rib reci- costly it was-$15 dollars just to get in the
pes. The ribs were dry, over cooked and the door, with most ribs samples hovering in the
promised delicious BBQ flavor was sadly $5 to $7 range. This can add up quickly if
missing. They were pretty in the to-go con- you're the hungry type.
tainer and the smell was inviting, but that's
With all the food available, if you dici?'t
about the only thing these ribs had going for get any of it on your shirt, you weren't enjoy..ing Ribfest.
them.
Other treats included popular desserts E -maiL· lauren5@maiLusf.edu
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The·magic "behind the curtain
Malory Speir
Contributing Writer
Leotards, tutus and dresses are scattered
around the small dance room-on.the floor,
in boxes and draped over wooden ballet
bars. The floor is a maze of large plastic
boxes overflowing with costumes. Dancers
and parents wander around to ask questions
while those in charge tty to organize the chaos. Welcome to a costume fitting for "The
Nutcracker," p~sented by the Academy of
Ballet Arts.
It's after 10 a.m. and .Artistic Director Su~
zanne Pomerantzeff hasn't even had breakfast yet. She woke up at 5 a.m. to prepare for
• a day of fittings and rehearsals.
"She's always so busy, I don't know how
she's able to have time for herself," said
dancer Tai White, who plays the Mouse
King in this year's production. "She's always
so put together."
Pomerantzeff has been putting on this
timeless ballet since the late 1970s. Every
other year it ·is performed With ·t he Pinellas
County Center for the Arts at Gibbs High
SchooL This year, however, it will be held at
the Palladium Theater in St. Petersburg on
Dec. 9- Dec. 11.
This particular venue has a smaller stage
than that of PCCA, which presents a bit of
a challenge for the production. Usually, "The
Nutcracker" has an elaborate set to help
make the show·come to life; sometimes the
Christmas tree even "grows" right before
the audience's eyes. But this performance
· doesn't have that.
''We have to create the magic in another
way,'' Pomerantzeff said.
Sharon Rowe is in charge of sewing and
creating most of the costumes for the performance. ·She created part of the tutu for
the Snow Queen out of a pageant dress she
bought for $6 at a yard sale.
"She is the cleverest costumer I've ever
met,'' Pomerantzeff said. "She can make a
costume out of nothing."
The afte.r noon rehearsal for the party
. scene is about to start. Finally i:he chaos
travels from ~e waiting room to the dance
room. ·

Galifi~nakis

Dancers are scattered throughout the
room as Pomerantzeff gives instructions.
She reads names out loud of the, diff~rent
groups that will be families in the scene.
After all groups are placed ~ the proper
areas of the room, _they are given very specific things to do. One boy aims a tQy cannon at the Christmas tree as his "sister"
pulls his leg; other children are told to play
charad~s in a corner of 'the stage while another set of children play hot potato.
The acting is not limited to the stage.
Pomerantzeff will greet audience members at the entrance in costume, as if the
Palladiuin is her house. There V.:ill also be
parents in the party scene and .o ther characters that will walk through the theater to
get t}> the st3.ge to make the audience feel
like part of the show.
''You have to watch when there aten~t
-any words, so [the audience] needs to figure out the story and go on a journey,'' .
Pomerantzeff said.
(
r> TChaikovsky's music starts. Violins
and harps echo a slow, dramatic melody
throughout the room. A sense of calm
seems to take over the dancers as they begin to move.
Gretel Batista, 17, and Kenneth Shelby,
17, joins hands as the Sugar Plum Fairy
and the Cavalier to rehearse their duet.
He lifts her up above his head in a
graceful arabesque. It looks effortless
from afar, but the strain of their muscles
can-be seen close-up.
"The whole idea is to make it look easy,
but it's extraordinarily difficult,'' said Sean
Musselman, ballet master for the academy's production. "These two have impeccable classical ballet technique."
Batista moved here from Cuba, where
she trained with the National Ballet of
Cuba. She has been dancing since age 3,
but has six or seven years of ·serious ballet
training.
Shelby explains that .the' physical elements of rehearsing vary from which
muscles to use and how to use them, to
· the correct alignment and precision.
"In partnering, we lift people all day,'_'

MALORY SPIER I CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Gretel Batista and Kenneth Shelby pose in costume as the Sugar Plum Fairy and Cavalier during a rehearsal
for "The Nutcracker." The show will take place Dec. 9-11 at the Palladium Theater.

Shelby said. ''We're just as much athletes as
football players and basketball players."
Batista and Shelby agreed that performing on stage is a means of expression and a
way to escape everyday life.
Shelby has been dancip.g since he was 8
years old, but serious training started about
three years ago. He danced the same role of
the Cavalier in last year's perfor~ance, but

that doesn't.make it easier for him this time.
''You never perform the same way because you always want to grow as an artist," Shdby said. ''You put in .more work if
you've already done the role, knowing what
it takes."

E-mail· mspeit@mailusf..edu

smokes pot on Real Time

It wasn't until .he landed a lead role in
the 2009 flick "The Hangover" that he skyrocketed to the level of comic legend. In the
Zach Galifianakis has more than just comedy, which follows three friends searchjokes on his side. The portly actor and co- ing for their best friend and ·groom-to~be the
morning after a. night of drUnken debauchmedian, best known for his dry humor and
ery, Galifianakis plays the awkward manscene-stealing role in "The Hangover," is
purse~toting, brother-in;-law-to-be. As Alan,
also a man of mystery. It's hard to tell if
the socially awkward, mentally unhinged
anyone really knows him, and what he looks
third wheel of the ensemble, Galifianakis is
like underneath that beard.
The 41-year-old comic-actor from North · easily the funniest element of 2009's funni·
Carolina abandoned college one class shy est~.
For some time, he was labeled an ''Oh,
of graduation. He is offbeat and known for
keeping a straight face. These were a big two that guy" brand of star, the kind whom audiences don't know by name, but can identify
years for Galifianakis.
Lluren:Manin

Staff Writer

; 'I

pretty quickly when words like ''bearded,'' some weed on HBO's "Real Time with Bill
"fat" and "sloppy" are tossed around.
Maher." Pulling a joint and lighter fro~ his
Since ''The Hangover;" Galifianakis ·has pocket, the funnyman proceeded to puff
snagged roles in a number of movies, in- away. He was making a point that people
cluding ''Youth in Revolt," "Up in the Air,'~ freak out about something that he says is
and "Dinner for Schmucks." He starred in less dangerous than alcohol. To poke fun at
two films that were released this fall-"It's the serious debate about marijuana legalizaKind of a Funny Story'' and "Due Date."
tion, he yelled, "Oh my God! Look at those
He's one of the funniest people in mov- drag~ns!" He said that this is how some
ies right now. But Galifianakis's fame isn't -people mistakenly ~pot smokers act and
the strangest turn of events. He's been a behave.
little famous for about.15 years among other
comedians.
.
Recently, Galifianakis. lit up late~night
TV-literally-when he decided to smoke E-mail· lauren5@mailu.rf. edu
. '·
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Tunes for Transition
concert hos·t ed by SEAS

AIMEEALEXANDER_JTHE CR!)W'S NEST

Orange Hour band members Hugh Newmark, left, lead guitarist, Nicholas Pelley, center, drummer, and
Darrell Bevins, singer/guitarist, played "Medicine Man" for concertgoers at the Tunes for Transition
concert at USF St. Petersburg.

Torn Chang
Staff Writer
The Student Environmental Awareness
Society and Repower America hosted Tunes
for Transition: A Concert for Clean Energy
at the Harborwalk on Fri., Nov. 19.
"The purpose of the concert is to create awareness on clean energy altern~tives
and benefits, and encourage students to
make their opinions heard," said Chris Hastings, SEAS campaign director and Repower
America campus coordinator.
When Hastings began his position with
Repower America, volunteer Kristin Viola
suggested they do a concert
"I thought it would be a good way to
reach out to a large group students and community members, and educate them about
the benefits of clean energy, creating clean
energy jobs in America and solving the climate crisis," Viola said.
Hugh Newmark, Viola's friend and member of a local band, Orange Hour, helped
provide details about how to plan a concert.
They worked on the details of sound, funding and advertisi.ag.
When Viola first tried to get sponsorship
from national corporations, she received
negative responses.
"I realized that the only way to find sponsors. was going to have to be locally," Viola
said.
With help from Repower America's Adrian Brunori, she found Scott Mcintyre, the
owner of Solar Energy Management of St.
Petersburg, who supplied the solar bus and
talked at the concert.
Rollin qats offered to be a sponsor;
Hooker Tea Company donated tea, and TBT
gave the concert free advertising space for
twp days.

"I'm so happy ~th· the way things fell
· into place," Viola said. She said Harborwalk made an ideal location for the event
because any curious onlookers from downtown could check out the scene. Viola hopes
the concert will b~come an annual event,
and sees it improving in the future since the
foundation has been laid out.
Britten Cleveland, organizer for Repower
America, wanted the community to be as involved as possible in the concert.
''We want the community to see that there
is a spirit of activism at USF St. Petersburg
that rivals that of other larger universities
around the state and around the country,"
Cleveland said. "There are many students
on this campus that care deeply about the
issue of clean energy and climate change,
and realize that our generation has much to
lose as a result of inaction, and at !fie same
time, much to gain from a new clean energy
economy."
Cleveland saw the amount of time and
dedication toward the event from organizers
as a testament to how important the issue of
clean energy is to the current generation of
young people.
'The students have been working extremely hard to make this event a success,
which is not easy for college students juggling work, school and other obligations,"
Cleveland said. "USF St. Petersburg should
be proud to have these students on campus."
· He also hopes that other students become inspired t0 join the movement and
become campus leaders. Repower America's
goal for its youth program is to enlist and
train the next generation of environmental
leaders.

E -maiL· tmchani@,maiLusj.edu
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African masquerade dance

LaVerne Reed, left, dances an African masquerade dance with a member of Oundu Dole's Urban African
Ballet dance troupe at the Waterfront Parks centennial celebration Nov. 6, 2010. Reed is also the creator of
the Chocolate Nutcracker, a multicultural performance of Tchaikovsky's classic holiday tale.

Local cafe serves afte~noon happy
hour and homemade food
LenayRuhl
Staff Writer
Fir~t it was a big house with rooms for
rent Then it was a boxing gym for about
10 years. In '87 or '88, it finally became a
restaurant, and today it is known as Ringside Cafe.
The bartender, Mitch Gray, has been
working at Ringside, as he puts it, "forever." Ringside is nesded away discreedy
on Fourth Street North.
With its weathered white exterior and
big front·porch, it looks more like an old
house than a restaurant. When you get
closer, blues music ·floats out the window along with the scent of down-home
food, luring people inside.
Around 9:30 p.m. on a Wednesday
night, Ringside Cafe's interior was speckled with a few people at the bar and various·tables throughout the restaurant.
The atmosphere is extrem~ly casual.
It's a low-key bar, serving food and beer,
along with live entertainment seven
nights a week. Ringside Cafe has happy
liour everyday from 11 a.m. until 8 p.m.
The drink menu consists of sever~
domestic and imported beers, along with
a few wine selections. The menu has a
fairly good variety to choose from, with
appetizers, homemade soups and salads.
Nothing on the menu is over $12.
The menu boasts all the awards they
have won: "Best Blues," "Best Burger,"
"Best Bar," and "Best place for a date."
Maybe so; but no awards should be given

for the grouper sandwich. The fried grou- .
per tasted too fishy for such a mild fish. But .
the jalapeno poppers were amazingly cheesy
and, surprisingly, didn't have too much of a
kick to them. Served with a side of ranch,
they were d~licious.
The "homemade" chili resembled chili
from a can. Topped with your choice of
cheese, onion and jalapenos, the concept
was more appealing than the actual substance of the chili.
The chicken wrap included mushrooms,
lettuce and tomato with a side of r¥tch. The
grilled essence seeped out of the chicken,
and combined wi¢. the mushrooms, gave it
exceptionally good flavor. The French fries
were extra crispy and seasoned to perfection.
The live entertainment for the evening
was the Juanamon Band. Very upbeat, they
owned the small stage in the back corner of
the restaurant, decorated with multicolored
string lights. The music was bluesy and got
people dancing.
The live music w~s great, but there were
a few noticeable problems with the set up.
It is already extremely dim in the restaurant.
Once the music starts they dim the lights
even more for special effect, but then you
can't really see your food. The music is very
loud, making it hard to hear anyone talk.
Aside from the loud music and dim lighting, the cafe had a very casual, relaxed atmosphere. The overall ambience and menu
of Ringside Cafe seems to keep locals coming back, and it's hard to blame them with a
longstanding staple like this.
E -n1ail: lmh@maiLuif.edu
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Packing smart for the Holidays

Amanda Pretulac
Contributing Writer

Taylor .Gaudens
Contributing Writer

[
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Going out of town for the holidays? Car, .
plane or train, you need to pack light. Keep
the essentials in mind wheri traveling this
holiday season.
When I was ypunger, I always seemed to
forget something, even when I made a list.
Just recently I learned to pack just the right
amount of outfits and accessories, and fit
everything in one suitcase for a long weekend. Here are some tips on packing all your
f~vorite things and having a little room for
an extra pair of shoes.
If you are flying up north for a few days,
it may be hard to fit all your beauty essentials
into a carry-on suitcase and your purse. The
key to packi.t:tg beauty products is investing in little b ottles, especially if you are in
love with your current ones. Instead of" purchasing sample-size shampoos, lotions and
conditioners for every trip, buy some empty
ones, and fill them with the products you already have.
Target has a pack of four 2.4-ounce bottles (inclu~g a mini pump spray bottle) .for
$2.50. The Transportation Security Administration liquid limit for carry-on bags is 3.4
ounces and pa-ssenge~s are required to put
all the bottles in "quart-sized, clear, plas#c,
zip-top bag" so you can zip througl:l-security.
If you are looking to try some new winter-inspired beauty products, Bath and Body
Works is the place. Three-ounce bottles of
lotions, shower gels and hand creams are
currently on sale fo): three for $10. It's a great
way to try new scents and pack light.
Next: clothes. Start with jeans. Pack them
even if you are going to South America.
Jeans are a great staple-you can dress them
up or down, so bring a nice pair that can suit
any occasion.
You can't skimp on underwear, but you
can on the number of shoes you stuff in
your suitcase. Pack thick socks instead of
. slippers so you have room for your_ kneehigh boots. Hats, scarves and gloves are important, but you can fit' those in your purse
and you may need them when you get off
the plane.
·
To make things easier, carry your winter
coat on the plane. You may look silly carrying it around Tampa International Airport,
but it will save you space in your suitcase and
you won't have to worry about digging it out
on the stuffy airplane.
If you plan to make snow· angels and
have snowball fights with your cousins, be
sure to bring a pair of long johns to keep
warm under your oh-so-stylish outfit (they
can double for a pair of pajamas).
Last and probably the most important,
pick out your holiday outfits, from the cardigan to the pumps and jewelry. Selecting
a dressy outfit or two before y~u pack will
make the process much easier.

Gift guide 2010
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Travel-sized favorites make every traveler feel right at home, whether staying in a hotel or back at
Mom and Dad's house.

Everyone is different, so you may n eed claim delays.
Happy travels and happy holidays.
to bring a few more (or less) items than the
ones I mentioned. You may be lucky enough
to pack a really big suitcase for a weeklong
trip. If so, make sure to visit www.tsa.gov for E-maiL· tgaudens@maiLusj.edu
packing and traveling tips to avoid baggage · Vis#: beautyownit.blogspot.com

SWedish/Relaxationai/Oeep TISSue Massage 545/60 minutes
Sports Massage 520/ 20 minutes
Medica1 Massage (sciati~ shoulder, neck., bact. leg, foot pGin)
S20/S30-20m1nutes/30minutes
GIFT CERTI FICA1E5-530 & 560 Increments- No expiration date_

Tampa Bay Paradise Massage
Therese OJba, ·LMT tu.:Jii.&OO MlloD67Z.
2.9011/!' :5m!et !North, st. Peter31ug, fL 33704
727-56~1

While the holiday season is· one of the happiest times of the year, the process of finding the
perfect gift for someone special can be daunting. To help ease your racing mind, think back
to the holidays when you were a child.
In elementary schoo~ your teachers had you
make gifts for your parents with Popsicle sticks,
· buttons and a little too much glitter. One year
my teachers gave us blocks of wood to cover
with the wrapping paper of our choice.
On the top of our wooden presents we attached a poem with a piece of tape to expr!!SS
how much we loved our parents. On Christmas
morning, my_mom had to hold- back tears when
sh e saw my gift. That wrapped wooden block
still remains intact in her side table drawer to
this day.
Here are a few of the gifts I'll be giving this
year to give you a little inspiration (or the special
people in your life.
·
Panna Dolce Raspberry Chocolate Ganache Fren~h Macaroons
My french is terrible and my professor
has been incredibly patient in helping me pronounce my·accents ru:d verbs. During one particular class, we learned how to order food, and
she told us every cheese and dessert we must try
when we go to France: I saw just how much she
missed home and I hope these will bring her a
little taste of Paris to St. Petersburg, Fla.
Pomelo & Kumquat Demi Diffuser
My hair stylist has become one of my best
friends and at my last appointment she was telling me how r:p.uch she loved a website called
Gilt.com. She said she found her favorite candles and diffusers there. Hopefully this gift can
surprise her and be something to help her unwind after a long day at the salon.
Anthropologie Gift Card
One of my closest co-workers keeps telling
me how much she is obsessed with Anthropologie lately after her first visit. Hopefully with this
gift card she can purchase something special for
herself.
Brown Faux Lizard Box of Correspondence Cards
My d~d is constantly traveling to different
cities for work and he'll usually send me funny
postcards and greeting cards to keep in touch as
an alternative to an impersonal e-mail. I thought
these correspondence cards would be a nice way
for him to write to my mother and I while he's
working miles away.
Essie Nail Polish 4-Pack
My best friend loves beauty products and
new nail polishes especially. I am always blown
away by how well she can paint her nails, because when I paint my own, they usually look
like a 3-year-old painted them. These Essie for
).Crew colors will be perfect for he.r and they
will stand the test of time through the seasons.
When searching for a Christma,s present this
year, don't worry about ho:w flashy it should be
or how expensive. The best gifts every year are
always the ones with the most meaning.

By Appointment only_

E-mail; amanda27@maiLusf.e!iu
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Christian Coffey, left, president of USF St. Petersburg's ·G ardening Club, and club members, attended the Bayboro Garden Groundbre·aking
Ceremony on Nov. 15. Coffey said the garden will include Florida native plants and organic vegetables. Students wanting to get involved can
attend weekly Gardening Club meetings in the garden located behind the Piano Man Building on 3rd Street South, on Mondays at 5 p.m.

MEETING TIMES
Judicial, Executive, Legislative
Friday, Oct.22 at 1PM
CAC Club Room
Senate Executive
Mondays at 5PM
CAG Club Room
Executive Branch
University, Community
Fridays at 11 AM
& Government Affairs
Chick-fil-A
Thursdays at 6PM
CAC Club Room .
Senate
(General Assembly) Judiciary & Ethics
Wednesdays at 3PM Tuesdays at 12:30PM
CAC Club Room
105
:LegislatiVe Affairs
Wednesdays at 2PM
CAC Club Room
Appropriations
Tuesdays at 12:30PM
CAC Club Room

Student Services
Fridays at 10:30AM
CAC Club Room
Campus Media
Planning Committee
Mondays at 2PM
CAC Club Room

Elections Commission Officials (2),
and Senate Clerk (paid)***
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Rudigers beat Mercy Rule for flag football supremacy_
Greg Lindberg
Sports Editor

The team named Mercy Rule, formerly
kno;wn as the B.A. Pterodactyls, was going
for its third championship in four tries in
the USF St. Petersburg flag football intramural league. But the Rudigers nixed their
opponent's dreams of winning three titles by
beating them, 20-14, in the Nov. 15 championship game.
_ The two teams had been very competitive
throughout the season and tied each other in
a regular-season matchup just a few. weeks
earlier. This set up a tough battle in the title
game.
The Rudigers, named after the lead character in the popUlar 1993 football movie
"Rudy," played well defensively against a
Mercy Rule team that was on its third-string

quarterback because its other two suffered
injuries during the season. The Rudigers .
took,advantage of this With an interception
returned for a touchdown by Rashon Stewart in the first half. They also scored a TD on
offense and led 14-0. The Mercy Rule's Mat
Manning scored before halftime to put his
team on the board and cut the lead to 14-6.
In the second half, Mercy Rule answered
when Eric Russo scored a TD and QB Andrew Hayman converted the two-point con- .
versatioii to tie the game at 14.
With about 20 seconds left, the Rudigers'
Brock Houston made an impressive-and
sopewhat lucky-TD catch that would seal
the win. Trailing 20-14 with only seconds
remaining, the Mercy Rules were unable to
score before time expired.
Rudigers team captain David Norge described the winning catch and how amazed
everyone was at it.

Young Bucs raise some eyebrows
Greg Lindberg
Sports Editor

well enough to be c0nsidered for rookie of
the year honors.
The Bucs' defense also has several
.rookies getting significant playing time,
Who would have thought .that the Tam- including defensive tackle Gerald McCoy;
pa Bay Buccaneers would be in th~ hunt to safety Cody Grimm and linebacker Deko. make the playoffs in 201 0? A betting man da Watson. McCoy already has a career
would be in bad financial shape, that's for sack while Grimm returned an interception for a touchdow!l. These young guys
sure.
Sporting thct youngest team in the NFL, appear to be adjusting to the "Tampa 2"
the ~ucs have proved that success on the formation just fine.
Ironically, the youngest head coach also
field does not always require veteran ·talent.
Even more impressive, the team has played leads the youngest team in the league. At
better on the road than at home, winning 34, Raheem Morris is younger than cornerfour of its first five away games this season. back Ronde Barber. Morris had countless
That includes two games on the west coast naysayers when the Glazers gave him the
job. But he is working his way up the ladagainst Arizona and San Francisco.
Quarterback Josh Freeman has set the der, already achieving a winning record as
torie for the team's young players. The both head coach and defensive coordina22-year-old has shown tremendous poise tor since last season. His coaching .style has·
under center. Perhaps his biggest upside in~luded some trick plays, )ike fake . punts
is his decision-making when throwing the and onside kicks, keeping the playbook ·
football. He has protected the ball and threw fresh and exciting for his young team.
In additio~, Bucs gen,eral manager Mark
only five INTs in 10 games this year. He can
Dominik
was the second-youngest GM
also r~ the ball well when necessary, which
must instill some fear in defenders seeing his when he got the job last year and clearly
imposing 6-foot-6-inch; 248-pound figure. demonstrated his abilities in the 2010 draft.
In a weaker NFC than usual, Tampa
coming right at them. Aside from his own
skills, Freeman has received solid protection Bay has a good shot at making the playoffs,
from a relatively inexperienced offensive although the NFC South is the toughest division in the conference. Earl;ier in the sealine.
The emergence of other young stars- son, Morris proclaimed that the Bucs are
running back LeGarrette Blount and receiv- the best team in. the NFC. That is likely a
ers Mike Williams and Arrelious B~nn-have · major overstatement. But for a team with
also been pleasant surprises for the team. an average age of. 25, there is no reason
Blount, who last year infamously punched a people shouldn't be excited about the PewBoise State player while at Oregon, was giv- ter Pirates both this seiison, and especially
en an opportunity by the Bucs and has taken for the future.
full advantage of it. Meanwhile, Williams has
had some off the field issues, but has played E-mail glindber@mail.usj.edu

''We lined up both of our tall receivers
on the left and told them to do a 'go' route,"
he said. "Andrew threw [the ball] to Rashon
and C.J. (the much shorter defender) got two
hands on it. Rashon jumped up, ripped the
ball out of his hands and it caused the ball to
fly out. Brock was running toward him, dove
and caught the ball in one hand. It was pretty
ridiculous."
_
Norge, 24, said it was "pure determination" that dr()ve his team to victory. He
helped assemb!e the public team several
years ago.
Mercy Rule team captain C.J. Hnilica noted his team's early deficit and late interceptions as the main reasons for why they came
up short.
·
"It's always hard coming from behind,"
he said. "Later on we had the game under
control but turnovers killed us."
Hnilica, a 22-year-old senior business

management major; also said he was "disappointed" that his team failed to capture its·
third championship.
The game was held at Woodlawn Park
on 18th Ave. N, a different location from
the usual rec field site on campus. The.field
was lighted, which Norge believes · helped
his t!!arn play better. There was also a small
set of bleachers. with about 20 fans in attendance-more than the games typically draw
on campus.
- For winning the game, the Rudigers players received championship T-shirts and will.
have a trophy ?lade for them that will be displayed on campus. They also get something
else that's a little more satisfying to Norge.
''We get bragging rights," he said. ''That's
all that I really care about."

B-mai~ glindber@mail.u.if.edu

Tampa Bay Lightning shapes up
for a better season
Vincent Jacobbi
Staff Writer

Junes. Longtime Philadelphia Flyers left
wing Simon Gagne is now a member of the
Lightning, and ·as of late has suffered fluid
buildup in the back of his neck, as well as
. Since winning th_e Stanley Cup in 2004,
the Tampa Bay Lightning had been stum- · post-concussion syndrome.
Lightning fan-favorite Vincent Lecavalier
bling on the ice-until recently.
suffered a broken hand and was out several
With a respectable start a quarter
weeks, while Marty St. Louis has been fairly
through the 82-game season, the Lightning
healthy and led the team with- 18 assists in
, must stay focused and healthy if they wish
·late
November.
to play in the post-season and repeat the
With
a modest turnaround beginning for
magic that was the 2003-04 season.
the
hockey
franchise, the Lightning look to
In late November, the team sat second
reclaim prominence within the NHL in a
in the Southeast division and seventh oversport that is traditionally reserved for northall in the eastern conference.
erners. The organization took some signiliSuccess has been surrounding center
cant steps to accomplish this goal during
Steven Stamkos; a young player in his third
this past offseason. The franchise .changed
year with the Lightning. He netted 16 goals
hands
with its ownership and also hired Guy
and had 14 assists in the first 18 games of
Boucher
as the team's seventh head coach in
the season. He led the league in goals over
franchise
history.
Pittsburgh Penguins superstar center Syd"I
am
flattered
to have the opportunity to
ney Crosby. At just 20 years old, Stamkos
coach
in
the
National
Hockey League, espewas a surprise at the end of last season
cially
for
the
Lightning,"
Boucher told NHL.
when he accumulated 51 goals and tied
com
at
the
time.
The
38-year-old
became the
Crosby for the most in the NHL. For this
youngest
coach
in
the
league,
after
coming
feat, both players received the Rocket Richto
terms
with
_
Tampa
Bay
in
the
offseason.
ard Trophy. The hotshot Stamkos plans on
"[Boucher] is one of the best young
getting to the 50-goal ~ark-Otice again this
coaches
in the game today and I believe he is
year.
the
perfect
selectio~ for our team as we look
According to a blogger on ~oinba.com,
to
create
a
winning environment and re-esif Stamkos were to continue his hot streak,
tablish
the
Lightning
in the National Hockey
he has the potential to rack up 70 goals
League," new general manager Steve Yezr- this season.· He was already named one of
man told NHL.com.
the "Three Stars" of October this ~eason,
Although it is not quite time to grow
along with Boston Bruins goaltender Tim
playoff beards, the Lightning may have just
Thomas and Colorado Avalanche right
as good a shot as any to hoist the Stanley
wing Chris Stewart.
Cup when the season comes to an end in the
While some of the young bloods have
summer of 2011.
taken center ice, a few of_ the team's veteran players have been. hampered by inE-mail.· I!J"acobbi@mail.u.sf.edu ·
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Fantasy Footba-ll:
PlayOff Push Edition

J]

but for a lot of strong players it will mean
time on the·bench.
The real NFL managers (oi future.bosses
as I li~e to call them) are strategic as well.
Those wJ:lo have already clinched a playoff
will rest their best players, instead of wasting
their talents in a game that doesn't matter.
For example, if the Baltimore Ravens
knows it has made the playoffs by Week 15,
its star RB Ray Rice will see reduce~ playilig time. This is .i mportant to know because
Rice's value decreases, but his backup's could
increase.
'Fhis doesn't apply as much to WRs, and
really, backup WRs are backups for a reason,
and aren't as reliable as a second or thirdstring RB.
As for QBs, you really hwe to trust your
gut. If the Colts clinch· a spot, Peyton Manning will still start. However, he might get
pulled in the second half of the game, or
earlier, depending on the score. His playing time will definitely be reduced. But you
have to decide if half of Manning's normal

HannahUlm
. Contributing Writer

. This will be my last column of the fantasy football season, so cherish my advice
while you can. This week is dedicated to
those who are striving toward a play9ff spot,
AKA the winners.
The fantasy playoffs usually begin around
Week 15, but the timip.g varies depending
on your league's settings. NFL playoffs don't
start until the regular season ends a fe~
weeks later, creating an interesting dilemma
for some fantasy owners. Who to start and
who to bench can all depend on a team's
playoff potential, not a player's production.
Up until now, a strategic tantasy owner
has picked his starters based on past performances and match-ups. When we enter
our playoff games, the ·actual football players will be weeks away from theirs. This will
mean different things for different teams,

Week .11
record

I

To clinch
playoffs:

IWtn
. three more games I Wtn. three more games

8-2

Chance of
making
playoffs
by Week 15

Player
expected
tO rest

Free
Agent
options

'90%

I

I

8-2

E -mail- hu/m@maiLusf.edu

Baltimore Ravens

I
I

7-3
Beat the Steelers

90%

I Beanhe Ravens

75%

LaDainian Tomlinson-

Ray Rice-

Few expected LT to do as much
damage in NY as he did-in SO,
but he's proved age is just a
number. But, he's still old. And
he'll•probably see bench time.

If you owned Rice this season,
you've had your fair share of ups
and downs. His Week 16 &17
opponents are easy, so expect to
see him resting on the sidelines.

I

7-3

-75%

Wes Welker-

Chris Ivory:
owned in 13'/o of leagues.
Jerome Harrison:
owned in 46.8% of leagues.

Pittsburgh Steelers

I

Welker tore his MCL and
ACL in Week 17 last year.
He's been a big factor in the
Patriots' offense and they'll
want him for the playoffs.
Danny Woodhead:
owned in 64.1% of leagues.
Deion Branch:
owned in 46'/o of leagues.

Rashard Mende!'lhall-

Mike Thomas:
owned in 22% of leagues.
Jason Snelling:
owned in 30.2% of leagues.

He's dropped off a bit lately,
but he's still the Steelers'
Number 1. He'll need fresh
legs for the playoffs, so he
could ride the pine.

I

James Jones:
owned in 9.8% of leagues.
Darren Sproles:
owned in 58.1% of leagues.

Other teams to keep in mind:·
Indianapolis Colts

. New
Orleans
Saints
.
-

Chi~go

Philadelphia Eagles

Jacksonville Jaguars

Bears
-New York Giants

Green Bay Packers ·

Tampa Bay Buccaneers

Atlanta Falcons
.HANNAH ULM I THE CROW'S NEST

..

Vincent Jacobbi
Staff Writer

")

New York -J ets

New England Patriots

Leavitt files lawsuit

playing time is still better than.another, less
consistent option.
Disregarding the NFL's. standard of
resting players who are certain of their
playoff potential could easily lose the fantasy playoffs for you. Just because Michael
Vick put up 60 points in Week 10 doesn't
mean he will win you your playoffs. The
Eagles could have its playoff spot by Week
.15 and we might. not see the Vick we're
used to.
Your best bet is to focus on teams that ·
are fighting for a playoff- spot. They need
to win and .the pest players could produce
better than ever. If _that isn't an option for
you, study the backups. .
In my last act as your fantasy colwrui.ist,
I've created this handy playoff guide for
you. Keep in mind it's subject ·to change
based on injuries and potential arrests.
*IMPORTANT: This information is
for Week 15 and beyond only!
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With the USF football season well underway, with head coach Skip Holtz at the
helm, the former presence_ of Jim Leavitt
still lingers. Leavitt, who built the school's
football program from scratch after his
hiring in December 19~5, recently filed a
wrongful termination lawsuit ag~st the
university.
· Jim Leavitt has been under fire for quite
some time due to accusations that he alleg~
edly struck running back Joel Miller in the
face during halftime last year when the Bulls
hosted Louisville in November. Miller 'decided not to -sue his former coach despite
the incident. However, Leavitt chose to ta~e
action against the school for _what he considers to be wrongful termination.
Lea~tt and those representing h4n in
court have claimed that the university has
withheld close to 150 pages of attorneys'
notes that could point to the former Bulls
coach's innocence and allow him·to reestablish himself on the coaching block. On Oct.
21, an order was filed to give the school io
days to comply by ~eleasing the documents.
Concerns from both parties have been
ralsed on what can or cannot be considered
public record from USF.
Hillsborough County Circuit Court
Judge Bernard Silver is handling the case .
in agreement with Leavitt about the documents being public record and forcing the
university to present them in court.
· ''While [the findings] do count as reflecting a mental impression, conclusion, legal
strategy ·or theory of an attorney, such exemptions at!! only valid ~hen prep~ed 'in .
anticipation of imminent civil litigation,'
and the judge': found that exemption does
.not apply," according to a rep·ort from the
St. Petersburg Times.
Recently Leavitt has been dealing with
the court proceedings to his case in which
he claims that such accu~ations were false
and that he was open to a full investigation.
Leavitt received a letter of termination after
three weeks of investigations relating to the
situation.
According to ESPN.com, the university
released a statement about its decision, saying its findings were backed by "independently corroborated statements of persons
found to be in the best position to observe
[the] conduct."
For some Bulls fans, the firing of Leavitt
had been coming for a long time. A website
called JimLeavittMtistGo.com was created
more than a year prior to the Miller incident.
The Website says, "It may not be because of
his conference record, but ultimat~ly it came
down to his lack of discipline, which led to
this deplorable situatior;t, where he allegedly
attacked one of his players."
In his 14-year tenure at USF, Leavitt
compiled a 95-47 record, and ·went 17-18 in
the Big East conference.
E-maiL· t!Jacobbi@maiLusj.edu
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